
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
commodity leader. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for commodity leader

Performs in-depth analysis of supplier cost data for all major programs and
develop negotiation strategies
Reviews sales orders to determine volume procurement opportunities and
communicates same to buyer/planners with recommended target pricing and
delivery schedules to support production requirements
Performs cost modeling, opportunity analysis, monitoring and reporting of
productivity initiatives and budgeted objectives for the specified team(s)
Conducts procurement forecasts and financial reporting for the business unit
Reviews and updates purchase price variance forecasts monthly, while
understanding key drivers and risk areas
Lead the Commissioning and Installation Sourcing in EMEA to achieve
variable cost productivity, deflation targets, cash flow, and controllership
goals (e-Auctions, second source development, tooling initiatives)
Support the development of a qualification process for your commodities and
ensure any quality issues have the appropriate focus together with the
Project Management Team
Develop and execute master agreements with 3rd party providers/suppliers
to support the Wind business sourcing strategy minimize risk / liability to the
business and lock in rates in support of Project Schedules and Execution
Provide ITO support with estimated costs of Cranes, EPC Type Contracts,
Construction Contractors (mechanical & electrical) in EMEA markets
Lead the Commissioning and Installation Sourcing in LAM to achieve variable
cost productivity, deflation targets, cash flow, and controllership goals (e-
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Qualifications for commodity leader

Fluent English, German preferred
Ability to effectively engage with and present to all levels of management
Self-directed, self-motivated and results-oriented
Bachelor's degree in mechanical/industrial engineering, alternatively business,
economics or supply chain degree required
Minimum 5+ years of Commodity Management experience with increasing
responsibilities in a custom or engineered-system manufacturing environment
Prefer certified Lean or Six Sigma certifications


